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A summary of cues: Theme: What am I Talking About.  

Tag[s]: partitions of functional theology, criminology self-reform i.e. r. criminal or non-criminal 

vantage advantage points, spiritually developed careers 

Perhaps rapidly almost; 

 what to notice. 

 

 

-Recent, family didactic.  

-Cue, oh, oops, as if not in the world of family?  Non-Personal Example and Brief General Outline for 

Speech/write-up: “When I grew up, my family didactic was like this … and it has since changed like to 

this … (or has not changed much to this) … “  

-Cue, experiences that are significant to your existence.  Personal Example:  “I grew up in the violent 

ghetto where the only way to stop un-controllable drugs and the fornification of illicit substances in the 

youth of my generation was to get beaten at home; in a way that was simulated to be something like 



the cliché of wife-beating. I found the best way to survive these beatings was to contort the body as 

quickly as the hit, hits came. I found that not hitting back physically! kept me from going into lock-up. 

Though I’ve since had an illustrious career and professional life; this has still been one of the most 

significant experiences of my existence; and I feel distances me from non-survivors of trauma, volatile 

abuses; I find that I don’t have much in common with that population; and in some sense blame them 

for this specific experience of my life correlating them to my significance, both the abuse and the 

externals un-identified, too; as opposed to openly and publicly identified abusers, who I believe 

contributed to my own violations.”  

-Cue, spiritual relevances. General Brief Outline: “I identify at this time with this sense of faith (or faith 

like system), in the past I identified with … this tradition.” 

-Cue financial relevances. General Brief Outline: “Currently, I live … (in this type of situation), a few years 

ago, I lived … (in this type of situation); now I live in this type of situation; but for most of my life I 

lived … (in this type of situation … )“ “I provide for my life financially or in equivalent financially … (in this 

type of way) and this can be verified … this way … “  

 

[t.b.c.] 

 

Next Part. Consider, Actualized Prayer Theology. 

Fie; if you follow an actualized or actualizing spiritual life: IN all truth; what do you believe in actualized 

experience works in prayer and-or spiritual practice; that you might be willing to share with others. 

 

Here’s my share: metta and invocations of Yahuweh  have both infallibly worked to save my life and 

existence against utmost terrible odds, and as soon as I discovered these workers, workings. Which to 

the point, wasn’t early enough to uh, save from years of cyclic and runaway worth violent abuse. But 

after 

… 

And there’s more (workings) that I will think about sharing.  



 

 


